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Predicting Risk of Kidney Disease
Is Risk-Based Kidney Care on the Horizon?
Sri Lekha Tummalapalli, MD, MBA; Michelle M. Estrella, MD, MHS

Chronic kidney disease (CKD) causes an enormous human and
financial toll worldwide. In the United States alone, an estimated 37 million persons have CKD, and its incidence globally is rising.1,2 Patients with
CKD are at incrementally inRelated article page 2104
creased risk for major cardiovascular events as their disease progresses,3 and several million will progress to kidney
failure.4 Early, effective management of risk factors, such
as hypertension and diabetes, is imperative to prevent the
development of CKD and its related adverse consequences, yet
less than half of patients with hypertension in the United States
attain recommended blood pressure targets.5 An accurate tool
that identifies persons at elevated risk of developing CKD may
facilitate efforts to modify relevant risk factors and could be
used to determine the frequency of kidney health monitoring among persons at risk of CKD.
In this issue of JAMA, Nelson and colleagues6 from the CKD
Prognosis Consortium used data from more than 4 million
adults without diabetes and nearly 800 000 adults with diabetes from 34 multinational cohorts to develop equations that
predict the 5-year risk of developing reduced estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR), using the standard definition
of less than 60 mL/min/1.73 m2. During a mean follow-up
period of 4 years, 15% of individuals without diabetes and 40%
of individuals with diabetes developed reduced eGFR. The
models included characteristics that could be abstracted from
health records: sociodemographic factors, smoking status, cardiovascular disease, hypertension, body mass index, eGFR, and
albuminuria. For persons with diabetes, the model also included presence and type of diabetes medications and hemoglobin A1c levels.
The resulting models predicted 5-year risks of reduced eGFR
among persons without and with diabetes with respective
C statistics of 0.845 and 0.801, demonstrating excellent ability
to distinguish an individual’s likelihood of developing an eGFR
of less than 60 mL/min/1.73 m2 during follow-up. The median
slope of observed to predicted risk was 0.94 for both models,
indicating that the models were adequately calibrated to the actual risk, although only 69% of the 13 study populations had a
slope of observed to predicted risk between 0.80 and 1.25. The
predictive performances of these risk equations were similar,
with comparable discrimination and calibration, when the more
rigorous outcome of reduced eGFR confirmed by a second eGFR
value of less than 60 mL/min/1.73 m2 was examined and when
the equations were externally validated in 9 clinical cohorts totaling more than 2 million individuals selected from the Optum
Database. In additional analyses of calibration for lower eGFR

end points, 5 of 13 study populations (38%) showed a slope between 0.80 and 1.25 for eGFR of less than 45 mL/min/1.73 m2,
and 4 of 11 study populations (36%) showed a slope between
0.80 and 1.25 for eGFR of less than 30 mL/min/1.73 m2.
An important consideration in interpreting this work is that
these risk prediction equations assume that key health factors have been measured, particularly eGFR. In clinical settings, these laboratory measurements may have been performed based on the physician’s perception of the patient’s CKD
risk and thus may affect the generalizability of the risk equation. This requirement to have results of the specific laboratory measurements in the equation available may have enriched the derivation and validation cohorts for at-risk persons,
leading to overly optimistic predictive performances of the
equations. As with other risk prediction models, the present
equations may require recalibration for use across populations with disparate baseline risks and within a specific population if the risk evolves over time.7 Although the majority of
cohorts in the derivation sample had a small proportion of black
or Hispanic participants, the risk equations appeared to work
well across racial and ethnic groups.
How might these new risk prediction equations be implemented to augment efforts in reversing the increasing incidence
of CKD? This study by Nelson and colleagues shifts the focus
from secondary to primary prevention of kidney disease—a
critical step toward reducing the global burden of kidney disease. While the well-validated Kidney Failure Risk Equation
(KFRE) accurately risk-stratifies patients with moderate-tosevere CKD for progression to kidney failure,8 identifying individuals before the onset of kidney disease would present a
much larger opportunity to influence disease trajectory. In placing the new equations into the broader context of CKD prevention and treatment, 2 central implications emerge from the
work by Nelson and colleagues: (1) optimal prevention and
management of CKD should continue advancing toward riskbased, individualized interventions; and (2) because CKD risk
prediction requires kidney-specific testing, this equation can
be used to develop an evidence-based approach to personalized rescreening strategies after an initial assessment.
First, risk prediction and screening strategies are unlikely
to improve outcomes if not paired with effective interventions
to prevent kidney disease. The risk equations developed by
Nelson et al could enable primary prevention of kidney disease that is tailored to the individual patient’s risk. This transformation has long been established for the primary prevention of cardiovascular disease via risk equations like the
Framingham9 and American College of Cardiology/American
Heart Association Atherosclerotic Cardiovascular Disease
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(ASCVD) risk scores,10 which inform individualized risk reduction interventions, such as statin therapy.11 For kidney disease
prevention, patients could be counseled about their individualized kidney disease risk and potential interventions, such as
lifestyle modification or blood pressure management, to preserve kidney health. Risk communication tools similar to those
created for cardiovascular disease12 could be used to educate
patients. An important distinction between kidney and cardiovascular disease risk prediction is that different levels of cardiovascular risk determine the need for statin therapy and other
specific interventions, whereas dedicated therapies for primary prevention of kidney disease are currently lacking.
However, among those identified as high-risk, treatment of
CKD risk factors could be intensified by increasing the frequency of follow-up visits and implementing behavioral interventions. To be optimally effective and sustainable, risk-based
care approaches to CKD prevention will need to be culturally
adapted to the clinical population and accommodated to the resources available in the specific health care system. Implementation trials for CKD prevention will be needed to assess the effectiveness of such approaches to improve both processes and
outcomes of care. Furthermore, these future studies should also
determine the implications for older adults and for those with
multimorbidity, in whom more intensive screening and preventive measures might offer reduced benefit due to lower life
expectancy or different priorities of care.13
For health care systems, these risk equations could facilitate population health management of CKD by guiding optimal allocation of resources to persons who would most benefit. For instance, a KFRE threshold of 3% has been used to
triage nephrology referrals in central Canada.14 This strategy
has significantly shortened wait times, from a median of 230
to 58 days,14 and studies are underway to evaluate whether it
improves outcomes among patients with CKD. However, the
success of risk-based care allocation inherently relies on health
care systems that provide incentives for preventive care and
have long-term, public health perspectives. The recent US
Executive Order on Advancing Kidney Health, which is based
on the premise that “a system that pays for kidney health,
rather than kidney sickness, would produce much better
outcomes,”15 has the potential to accelerate efforts focused on
kidney disease prevention through developing new payment
models and implementing regulatory mandates in addition to
bolstering research and patient education.
Second, the risk prediction equations developed by Nelson
et al could directly guide a risk-based approach to rescreening for CKD. For example, the American Diabetes Association
currently recommends yearly monitoring of eGFR and albuminuria for patients with diabetes, regardless of prior test results, diabetes severity, or other CKD risk factors.16 Specific
5-year risk thresholds of incident CKD could lead to recommendations for different intervals of repeat testing after an ini-
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tially negative CKD screen, according to future risk of CKD.
Toward this goal, shorter time horizons, such as 2-year risk,
may help guide testing frequencies in future work. In addition, further refinement of prediction equations may be needed
to better identify individuals at risk of eGFR of less than
45 mL/min/1.73 m2 and less than 30 mL/min/1.73 m2.
Although CKD screening for the general population may
not be cost-effective in many health care systems, varying
screening frequencies based on individual risk may improve
affordability, such that a larger proportion of CKD cases could
be detected for the same cost.17 However, compared with the
simplicity of yearly testing, personalized risk-based frequencies for CKD screening would be more challenging to implement within health care systems. Moreover, to develop riskbased approaches for CKD rescreening, specific thresholds for
action will need to be tested and refined for different clinical
practice settings. These thresholds for rescreening could be
incorporated into cost-effectiveness models to estimate the
costs and benefits of early CKD detection on preventing kidney and cardiovascular disease events. Ultimately, appropriate therapies must be implemented upon detection of CKD
to realize the benefits of risk-based screening. To that end,
decision support that is incorporated into electronic health records and integrated into the clinical workflow of primary care
clinics will be essential to render personalized screening strategies for kidney disease feasible and effectual.
In the future, risk equations that integrate the prediction
of both elevated albuminuria and reduced eGFR would provide a more holistic prediction of CKD, because more than 40%
of persons with CKD have increased albuminuria without reduced eGFR.18 Currently, the development of albuminuria risk
equations may be limited by lack of regular urine albumin measurements, as encountered among clinical cohorts in the
present study, within whom as many as 65% of individuals
with diabetes were missing albuminuria measures. This observation underscores the importance of ongoing efforts to improve testing of kidney disease markers, which is essential
for risk stratification and captures high-risk individuals.19
The breadth of potential data that could further improve the
accuracy of CKD risk prediction equations is rapidly expanding, including genetic risk factors and novel biomarkers, if
the value of improved prediction can justify their expense and
feasibility of implementation.
In summary, due to advancements from the CKD Prognosis Consortium, validated equations developed in diverse populations are available for risk prediction across the kidney disease spectrum, spanning from primary to tertiary prevention.
Prevention begins with prediction, and accurate prediction facilitates testing of early prevention strategies. The challenge
now begins in evaluating approaches to individualize care
based on risk with the overall goal of reducing the health and
financial burden of kidney disease.
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